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Abstract:  The project involves preventing We as humans only have many things in common. We all eat, sleep, use the 

restroom and, usually, we all wake up after going to sleep. The alarm clock is a ubiquitous fixture in the bedroom and 

smartphones serve that purpose for a ton of people. Sometimes the stock alarm clock app just doesn’t cut and you need 

something better, although we need some extra features get us up and get consistent on our work. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Nowadays there are many other apps are there which they are providing ultimate feature like customised the watch or 

interface of alarm clock and they have to do some extra feature which are not worth for it and there is not any useful 

feature that for that app deserve to get paid what does your money will do is only that will stop advertisement which they 

display and still the advertisement will play  atleast one a day that is not going stop that means this is totally waste of 

money. 

First of all our app is user friendly and second is whatever the service we are going to provide that will be free of cost 

user’s don’t have to pay a single rupee for it and that will make our users happy. And all we want is to be our users want 

to happy nothing besides that. We have created this app especially for the people like follows are – 

1. Heavy sleepers 

2. Workers who ate doing such jobs 

3. Youngster’s and teenagers 

 

A . Definition 

 

The project involves preventing We as humans only have many things in common. We all eat, sleep, use the restroom 

and, usually, we all wake up after going to sleep. The alarm clock is a ubiquitous fixture in the bedroom and smartphones 

serve that purpose for a ton of people. Sometimes the stock alarm clock app just doesn’t cut and you need something 

better, although we need some extra features get us up and get consistent on our work . 

 

Feature:- There is feature of math problem solving that would be make benefit to remove laziness and the second one is 

puzzle solving and the another one is some terrible sounds which will make users irritate and they will wake up easily 

 

II. OBJECTIVE 

 

1.The prime purpose is wake up early and to do our work in timely 

2. Some annoying music sound to get up from bed. 

3. It can be used in any time zone 

4. Also having some mathematics problem to solve and some puzzles to do to 

Kept laziness away from body. 

 

III. RESEARCH AND METHODOLOGY 

 

While deciding the topic for the project to work on our team have came across various innovative topics that could have 

helped people to solve their real life problems, but we  wanted to work on the project that can have social impact too, we 

have heard many of motivational speakers talking about that in your life if you want to get success you have to put your 

laziness away from body you have to stay productive every day. And even our some friends are also talking about we are 

not able to wake early and to get college. Things starts from here then we mutually decides we have to solve this problem 

than the Alarm app idea come in our mind then we started working on how will be our different in market. And we started 

work on it. 
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To wake early in morning and go for jog or to go for gym that is very hard to do most of people think that let it be man 

ill do tomorrow and what we see in the end that tomorrow never come’s again. And we choose our comfort zone always. 

And our future is in our today’s teenages , youngster’s and if they are going to sit quiet than that doesn’t make sense. 

And teenagers nowdays suffering from this sickness to get lately. And we are going to  solve this problem 

 

ARCHITECTURAL DIAGRAM 

 

Figure1.1 of:- Architectural diagram 
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*APPLICATION INTERFACE* 

 

Fig2.1of :-Application Interface 

 

IV. CONCLUSION 

 

To wake early in morning and go for jog or to go for gym that is very hard to do most of people think that let it be man I 

will do tomorrow and what we see in the end that tomorrow never come’s again. And we choose our comfort zone always. 

And our future is in our today’s teenages , youngster’s and if they are going to sit quiet than that doesn’t make sense. 

And teenagers now a days suffering from this sickness to get lately. And we are going to  solve this problem. 
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